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ABSTRACT
Recent observational studies identified a foreground stellar sub-structure traced by red clump (RC) stars (∼12 kpc in front of
the main body) in the eastern regions of the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) and suggested that it formed during the formation
of the Magellanic Bridge (MB), due to the tidal interaction of the Magellanic Clouds. Previous studies investigated this feature
only up to 4.◦0 from the centre of the SMC due to the limited spatial coverage of the data and hence could not find a physical
connection with the MB. To determine the spatial extent and properties of this foreground population, we analysed data from the
Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) of a ∼314 deg2 region centred on the SMC, which cover the entire SMC and a significant portion
of the MB. We find that the foreground population is present only between 2.◦5 to ∼5◦–6◦ from the centre of the SMC in the
eastern regions, towards the MB and hence does not fully overlap with the MB in the plane of the sky. The foreground stellar
population is found to be kinematically distinct from the stellar population of the main body with ∼35 km s−1 slower tangential
velocity and moving to the north-west relative to the main body. Though the observed properties are not fully consistent with
the simulations, a comparison indicates that the foreground stellar structure is most likely a tidally stripped counterpart of the
gaseous MB and might have formed from the inner disc (dominated by stars) of the SMC. A chemical and 3D kinematic study
of the RC stars along with improved simulations, including both tidal and hydro-dynamical effects, are required to understand
the offset between the foreground structure and MB.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The Magellanic System, one of the nearest examples of an interacting
system of galaxies, comprises two dwarf galaxies, the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud (LMC) and the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC), a bridge
of gas and stars connecting these galaxies known as the Magellanic
Bridge (MB), a leading stream of gas known as the Leading Arm
(LA) and a trailing stream of gas known as the Magellanic Stream
(MS). The Magellanic Clouds (MCs) are located at a distance of
50 ± 2 kpc (LMC – de Grijs, Wicker & Bono 2014) and 62 ± 1 kpc
(SMC – de Grijs & Bono 2015). The MB, MS, and the LA are
prominent features in HI maps (Putman et al. 2003).

Simulations of the Magellanic System (Besla et al. 2012; Diaz
& Bekki 2012), based on the revised proper motion estimates of
the MCs (Kallivayalil et al. 2006; Vieira et al. 2010), are able to
explain the formation of many of the observed gaseous features
around the MCs as a result of their mutual interactions. According
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to these models, the MS was formed ∼1.5 Gyr ago and the MB
was formed ∼100–300 Myr ago, mainly from the material stripped
from the SMC. However, the MS has also been suggested to have
material stripped from the LMC (Nidever, Majewski & Butler Burton
2008; Hammer et al. 2015; Richter et al. 2017). Based on the relative
motions of the MCs and the recent proper motion measurements of
stars within the MB region (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018), the
tidal interaction event which formed the MB is suggested to have hap-
pened ∼150 Myr ago (Zivick et al. 2018, 2019; Schmidt et al. 2019).
Though the tidal interactions must have played a dominant role, the
ram-pressure effects due to the Milky Way halo could have also
altered the present shape of the gaseous features of the Magellanic
System (Hammer et al. 2015; Salem et al. 2015; Tepper-Garcı́a et al.
2019 and Wang et al. 2019). Simulations predict that the dominant
nature of the interaction is tidal, resulting in stellar sub-structures
along with gaseous features around the MCs. Stellar sub-structures
formed during the formation of the MB and MS are expected to have
stars older than 150 Myr and 1.5 Gyr, respectively. No conclusive
evidence for a stellar counterpart (consisting of stars older than
1.5 Gyr) to the MS has been found so far. A young (∼117 Myr-old)
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metal-poor star cluster has been discovered recently in the vicinity
of the LA (Nidever et al. 2019; Price-Whelan et al. 2019). These
studies suggest that this young stellar population could have formed
during the interaction of the LA with the Milky Way disc.

Several studies have focused on the MB region, in search of
stellar populations. The MB contains stellar populations of few
Myrs (Demers & Battinelli 1998; Harris 2007; Chen et al. 2014;
Skowron et al. 2014 and references therein) which might have formed
from the gas stripped during the interaction. Demers & Battinelli
(1998) and Harris (2007) did not find intermediate-age/old (age
> 2 Gyr) stellar populations in the fields centred on the HI ridge
line of the MB. Despite later studies (Nidever et al. 2011; Bagheri,
Cioni & Napiwotzki 2013; Noël et al. 2013, 2015; Skowron et al.
2014; Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka et al. 2017) uncovering the presence
of intermediate-age/old stellar populations in the central and western
regions of the MB, the interpretations as to their origin differed.
While Noël et al. (2013, 2015) and Carrera et al. (2017) supported
a tidal origin for these intermediate-age stars in the MB, Jacyszyn-
Dobrzeniecka et al. (2017) and Wagner-Kaiser & Sarajedini (2017)
suggested them as part of the overlapping stellar haloes of the MCs.

Belokurov et al. (2017) reported the existence of a stellar tidal
bridge from the study of RR Lyrae stars in the Gaia Data Release
1 (DR1) (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) and found that this old
stellar bridge is not aligned with the gaseous MB but is shifted by
∼5◦ from the bridge traced by young main-sequence stars (the latter
is well aligned with the gaseous bridge). They suggested that this
offset is due to the ram-pressure effect of the Milky Way halo on the
gas stripped during the tidal interaction between the MCs. However,
Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka et al. (2020) found a smooth distribution of
RR Lyrae stars, similar to that of two extended overlapping structures,
instead of a bridge-like distribution. Thus, the identification of stellar
sub-structures in the low-density environment around the MCs and
to provide an observational proof of the tidal origin are not trivial.

As the SMC is less massive than the LMC and simulations predict
stripping of stars and gas from it, the effect of tidal interaction is
expected to have left an imprint on the SMC structure. Earlier studies
of the SMC (Subramanian & Subramaniam 2009, 2012) concentrated
on the inner 2◦-radius region and found that the old/intermediate-
age stellar populations have a smooth and ellipsoidal distribution,
with no signatures of interactions. The study by Nidever et al.
(2013) identified an interesting feature, the presence of a foreground
population of red clump (RC) stars in four distinct 0.36 deg2 fields
at a radius of 4◦ from the SMC centre to the East (in the direction of
the MB and the LMC) suggesting a tidal origin. Subramanian et al.
(2017) studied this feature using the data from the VISTA (Visible
and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy) survey of the MCs
(VMC) (Cioni et al. 2011) in the YJKs near-infrared (NIR) bands.
VMC data being continuous and homogeneous, allowed them to
trace this feature over 2.◦5–4.◦0 to the East. Both studies suggested
that the foreground RC stars represent a stellar population stripped
from the SMC during the tidal interaction between the MCs around
300 Myr ago, which formed the MB. The study by Subramanian
et al. (2017) was based on a subset of VMC data. Tatton et al.
(2020, submitted) studied the entire VMC data and confirmed the
presence of this feature across the entire eastern SMC up to at least
4.◦0 from the centre. A spectroscopic study by Dobbie et al. (2014)
of Red Giant Branch (RGB) stars beyond 3◦ from the SMC centre,
in the eastern regions, supports this interpretation. However, due
to the limited spatial coverage of the data, Nidever et al. (2013),
Subramanian et al. (2017), and Tatton et al. (2020, submitted) could
not probe this feature beyond 4.◦0 from the SMC centre and assess
its physical connection with the MB.

Figure 1. Cartesian plot of the LMC and SMC with the MB (α0 : 03h08m,
δ0 : −72◦) as the centre of Gaia DR2 sources. X and Y are defined as in van
der Marel & Cioni (2001) centred on the MB. The East and North are towards
left-hand side and up, respectively. The blue and the black circles around the
SMC mark 4◦ and 10◦ radial regions from the optical centre of SMC (αS =
00h52m12s.s5 and δS = −72◦49

′
43

′′
; J2000 de Vaucouleurs & Freeman 1972)

respectively. The black circle around the LMC shows a 10◦ radial region from
its optical centre coordinates (αL = 05h23m35s and δL = −69◦45

′
22

′′
; J2000

de Vaucouleurs & Freeman 1972). The black and the magenta ellipses show
the approximate locations of the HI (gaseous) bridge region of the MB, also
traced by young stars, and the old stellar bridge identified by Belokurov et al.
(2017), respectively. The colour bar represents the stellar density (number of
stars per bin of size 16.2 arcmin2, in units of arcmin−2).

In this study, we use Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) data (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018), which covers the entire Magellanic
System, to determine the extent (the physical connection with the
MB) and properties of this stellar sub-structure in front of the SMC.
In addition to Gaia DR2 data, we analyse results from the simulations
of Diaz & Bekki (2012) to identify the possible origin of this feature.
We present a detailed analysis of the RC stars within a circular
region with radius r ≤ 10◦ from the SMC centre (∼314 deg2), which
covers the entire SMC and MB regions adjacent to the SMC. The RC
stars are more massive and metal-rich counterparts of the horizontal-
branch stars. They have an age range of 2–9 Gyr and a mass range of
1–2.2 M� (Girardi & Salaris 2001; Girardi 2016). As they start their
core helium-burning phase at an almost-fixed core mass, they have
fixed absolute magnitudes. Hence they are useful probes to study the
3D structure of their host galaxies.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Sections 2 and 3 explain
the selection criteria applied to the Gaia DR2 data and the analysis,
respectively. In Section 4, we discuss the bimodality in RC magnitude
distribution and distance effect. Section 5 presents the 3D structure
and in Section 6, we discuss the kinematics of the dual RC population.
In Section 7, we compare our results with the simulations and in
Section 8, we provide a summary and conclusions.

2 DATA

2.1 Gaia DR2 data selection

The photometric and astrometric data from the Gaia DR2 (Evans
et al. 2018; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018; Lindegren et al. 2018)
is used in this study. The G (330–1050 nm), GBP (330–680 nm), and
GRP (630–1050 nm) bands are the three pass bands in Gaia with mean
wavelengths of 673, 532, and 797 nm, respectively (Jordi et al. 2010).
Fig. 1 shows Gaia DR2 sources towards the Magellanic System, in
Cartesian coordinates (zenithal equidistant projection). X and Y are
defined as in van der Marel & Cioni (2001) centred on the MB (α0 :
03h08m, δ0 : −72◦). Different components of the Magellanic System
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Gaia view of SMC’s stellar sub-structure 2759

Figure 2. Cartesian plot of the 10◦ region of the SMC with its optical centre
(αS = 00h52m12.s5 and δS = −72◦49

′
43

′′
; J2000 de Vaucouleurs & Freeman

1972) as origin using Gaia DR2 data. The X and Y are defined as in van der
Marel & Cioni (2001). The black concentric circles in the plot show the 0.◦5
radial sub-regions. The blue to yellow colour bar indicates the increase in
stellar density. The cyan lines show the division of NE, NW, SE, and SW
sub-regions. The colour bar has the same units as that in Fig. 1.

are shown. In this work, we study in detail the region marked by a
circle of 10◦ radius, centered on the optical centre of the SMC, which
covers the entire SMC region and a significant region of the MB.

In order to select stars in the SMC, we applied various selection
criteria. We set an initial cut-off in parallax (parallax ≤ 0.2 mas; Luri
et al. 2018), which corresponds to a distance of 5 kpc, to reduce the
contribution from Milky Way foreground stars. A 5σ cut was applied
to the flux signal to noises in all three bands (G, GBP, GRP), resulting
in magnitude errors ≤ 0.2 mag. Fig. 1 shows that the stellar density
in the central regions of the MCs is very high. The astrometric
data obtained from Gaia DR2 suffer from small-scale systematic
variations due to crowding (refer to Lindegren et al. 2018; Vasiliev
2019 for more details). Astrometric excess noise is a quality indicator
provided by Gaia DR2 to assess the reliability of the astrometric
data. This parameter is expressed in units of mas and can be used to
select sources that are reliable and consistent with the five parameters
astrometric solution. We selected sources which have astrometric
excess noise values ≤ 1.3 mas. Gaia DR2 data provide proper motion
measurements in the RA (μα) and Dec. (μδ) directions. We applied
a cut to these values based on the expected range in proper motion
values (−3 ≤ μα ≤ +3 and −3 ≤ μδ ≤ +3 mas yr−1) predicted
by simulations (Diaz & Bekki 2012) for stellar tidal features around
the MCs. This cut-off applied to the proper motion values further
reduces the Milky Way contamination in the data.

2.2 Spatial distribution and sub-regions

The spatial distribution of stars inside the 10◦ radial region of the
SMC is shown in the XY plane in Fig. 2. We divided the observed
region of the SMC into several sub-regions. Initially, we divided the
10◦-radius region into 20 annular sub-regions, each with a width
of 0.◦5, shown as the black concentric circles in Fig. 2. Then each
annular region is further divided into four sectors, viz. North-East
(NE, Y > 0 and X < 0), North-West (NW, Y > 0 and X > 0), South-
East (SE, Y < 0 and X < 0), and South-West (SW, Y < 0 and X >

0). Due to the low number of stars in the outer sub-regions (beyond
5◦), it is difficult to identify and analyse the properties of RC stars in

0.◦5 annular sub-regions. There, we merge some of the sub-regions
(sector-wise) and analyse the data in the merged regions. This is
discussed in Section 3.2.

3 A NA LY SIS

RC stars in different sub-regions are identified using the G0 ver-
sus (GBP − GRP)0 colour–magnitude diagram (CMD) while their
magnitude distributions are analysed to find the spatial extent of the
foreground stellar sub-structure in eastern sub-regions. Below, we
describe the details of the extinction correction and the analysis.

3.1 Extinction correction

We need to correct for the effect of interstellar extinction before we
analyse the properties of the RC stars. Rubele et al. (2018) provide
an extinction map for the regions within ∼3◦ from the SMC centre
and we use those values to correct Gaia DR2 data for the extinction
effect. They used a synthetic CMD technique to retrieve the star
formation history, metallicities, distances, and extinction values of
each sub-region in their study. We applied the extinction values
corresponding to the sub-region in which the stars in our sample
fall. For stars belonging to regions beyond their extinction map, we
used the extinction values of the nearest sub-region. We converted
the extinction values in the visual band (AV) to extinction values
in the Gaia bands (AG, AGBP

, AGRP
) using constant multiplicative

factors (0.859, 1.068, and 0.652, respectively) provided by Chen
et al. (2019), which were derived using the extinction law from
Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989). In the analysis that follows, we
use extinction corrected magnitudes of the G, GBP, & GRP bands.
We note that applying the extinction values of inner regions, derived
for regions at 3◦, to the outer regions may lead to oversubtraction of
extinction in these regions. This can affect the distance estimation
and is discussed in Section 5.

3.2 Hess diagrams and identification of RC stars in different
sub-regions

We constructed Hess diagrams (stellar density plots) of the G0 versus
(GBP − GRP)0 CMD for all sub-regions, with bin sizes of 0.01 mag in
(GBP − GRP)0 colour and 0.04 mag in G0. As the stellar density in the
outer sub-regions (beyond 5◦) is low compared to the inner regions,
it is difficult to clearly identify the RC feature in the Hess diagrams.
Hence, instead of analysing a 0.◦5 annular sub-regions, we carried out
the same analysis for 1◦ sub-regions between 5◦–7◦ radius. Beyond
7◦, the number density of sources is even smaller, so we merged the
7◦–10◦ annuli into one, but retaining the four sectors and performed
the analysis.

Fig. 3 shows the Hess diagrams for the sub-regions (NE, NW, SE,
and SW) within 1◦–1.◦5 (first row), 3◦–3.◦5 (second row), and 6◦–7◦

(third row) from the SMC centre. Hess diagrams for all the other
sub-regions are shown in Figs A1, A2, and A3. The black box in the
Hess diagrams represents the RC region and the box size is ∼1 mag
in (GBP − GRP)0 and ∼2 mag in G0. The exact magnitude and colour
range of the RC box in different sub-regions are defined based on
the visual inspection of each Hess diagram, ensuring that the entire
RC feature is included in the selection box. In the 7◦–10◦ region, the
size of the selection box is smaller (∼0.5 mag in (GBP − GRP)0 and
∼1.2 mag in G0) to reduce the contamination from Milky Way stars.
A vertical extension in the form of a double RC feature is visible
in the eastern sub-regions of the SMC between ∼2.◦5 to 5.◦0. The
colour of the two clumps as seen in the Hess diagrams is similar.
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Figure 3. Hess diagrams representing the stellar density in the observed CMD of Gaia DR2 sources enclosed in sub-regions within the 1◦–1.◦5 (first row),
3◦–3.◦5 (second row) and 6◦–7◦ (third row) radial region from the SMC centre. The colour bar from blue to yellow represents the increase in stellar density. In
black are the rectangular boxes to select RC stars within each sub-region. The axis labels and colour bar are the same for all plots and are shown for the top left
panel only.

Such a vertical extension of the RC feature is not visible in the
other sub-regions. In the next sub-section, we analyse the magnitude
distribution of the RC stars in different sub-regions to better describe
these variations.

3.3 Magnitude distributions of RC stars

We created histograms of the G0 magnitude distributions of the
selected RC stars in each of the sub-regions with a bin size of
0.1 mag. The observed magnitude distribution is initially fit using
a single Gaussian function to account for the RC distribution and a
quadratic polynomial to account for the RGB stars in the RC selection
box. An additional Gaussian is added only if the reduced χ2 of the
fit improves by at least 25 per cent compared to the reduced χ2

value of the fit with a single Gaussian function and the width of the
second Gaussian is more than the bin size of the distribution. The
magnitude distributions of RC stars along with the best-fitting profiles
and multiple components are shown in Figs 4, B1, B2, and B3 for
different sub-regions. The fits to the distributions are performed using
the curvefit function in PYTHON-SCIPY (Virtanen et al. 2020), which
employs the non-linear least squares method. Many sub-regions show
bimodality in the RC magnitude distribution. The fit parameters are
tabulated along with the fit errors in Table 1. Due to the very low
number of stars in the 6◦–7◦ and 7◦–10◦ SW sub-regions, reasonable
fits to the magnitude distributions were not obtained.

The left- and right-hand panels of Fig. 5 show the RC peak
magnitudes in the eastern and western sub-regions, respectively, as
a function of radius. The faint RC peak magnitude in the northern

(southern) sub-regions are indicated by blue (magenta) points and
the peak magnitude of bright RC stars in the northern (southern) sub-
regions are indicated by black (red) points, respectively. The error
bar corresponding to each point represents the observed dispersion
(width) of the respective Gaussian component. The left-hand panel
of Fig. 5 shows that there is ∼0.45 mag difference between the bright
and the faint RC peak magnitudes in the eastern sub-regions between
2.◦5–5◦ radius and the difference is more than the dispersion of the
respective Gaussian components (as indicated by the error bars). This
suggests the presence of a dual RC population in the eastern sub-
regions between 2.◦5–5◦ radius (2.◦5–4.◦5 in NE and 2.◦5–5◦ in SE). For
all the other sub-regions which show double Gaussian components,
the peak magnitudes are not significantly different. In all the sub-
regions between 5◦–10◦ (including those in the East), only a single
RC is present (see Figs B3 and 5). The single peak RC magnitudes
in the NE 4.◦5–5◦ and SE 5◦–6◦ sub-regions are closer to the bright
RC peak found in the NE 2.◦5–4.◦5 and SE 2.◦5–5◦ sub-regions. This
could be due to the presence of two overlapping RC populations in
these sub-regions. We also note that these sub-regions have large
dispersion, but we were not able to fit two Gaussian components to
reduce the dispersion like in other regions.

To investigate whether there is any change in the peak magnitudes
of RC stars due to the way in which we have divided the observed
region, we sub-divided the SE sector and performed the same
analysis. The SE sectors (3◦–3.◦5, 3.◦5–4◦, 5◦–7◦, and 7◦–10◦) are
further divided diagonally into two (upper: φ ≤ 45◦ and lower:
φ > 45◦). From the obtained fit parameters, we find that there is
no significant difference in the peak magnitudes of upper and lower
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Figure 4. Magnitude distributions of RC stars in the 1◦–1.◦5 (first row), 3◦–3.◦5 (second row), and 6◦–7◦ (third row) sub-regions and their best fits. Blue, black,
and red lines indicate the Gaussian function, the quadratic polynomial and the total fit, respectively.

Table 1. Gaussian fit parameters for the magnitude distributions of RC stars in the NE, NW, SE, and SW regions.

Radius North East North West
(deg) Peak1 (mag) Sigma1 (mag) Peak2 (mag) Sigma2 (mag) χ2 Peak1 (mag) Sigma1 (mag) Peak2 (mag) Sigma2 (mag) χ2

0–0.5 18.947 ± 0.014 0.102 ± 0.008 18.863 ± 0.017 0.196 ± 0.011 1.48 18.835 ± 0.004 0.150 ± 0.003 – – 1.52
0.5–1 19.011 ± 0.010 0.127 ± 0.006 18.932 ± 0.023 0.215 ± 0.020 3.07 19.006 ± 0.007 0.104 ± 0.004 18.921 ± 0.014 0.195 ± 0.009 3.18
1–1.5 18.788 ± 0.007 0.106 ± 0.005 18.729 ± 0.006 0.208 ± 0.008 1.52 18.781 ± 0.005 0.147 ± 0.004 – – 8.13
1.5–2 18.840 ± 0.014 0.148 ± 0.010 18.725 ± 0.046 0.240 ± 0.029 2.06 18.935 ± 0.012 0.108 ± 0.007 18.850 ± 0.026 0.191 ± 0.014 3.27
2–2.5 18.927 ± 0.009 0.204 ± 0.010 – – 5.58 19.038 ± 0.004 0.167 ± 0.003 – – 2.27
2.5–3 18.922 ± 0.016 0.190 ± 0.008 18.499 ± 0.029 0.189 ± 0.015 0.52 18.975 ± 0.005 0.114 ± 0.003 18.904 ± 0.010 0.229 ± 0.012 0.36
3–3.5 18.919 ± 0.036 0.160 ± 0.016 18.510 ± 0.066 0.235 ± 0.054 1.88 18.914 ± 0.008 0.172 ± 0.007 – – 2.39
3.5–4 18.782 ± 0.022 0.183 ± 0.013 18.359 ± 0.027 0.180 ± 0.013 0.67 18.841 ± 0.009 0.183 ± 0.009 – – 2.28
4–4.5 18.825 ± 0.018 0.159 ± 0.010 18.362 ± 0.019 0.209 ± 0.016 0.85 18.814 ± 0.006 0.187 ± 0.006 – – 1.00
4.5–5 18.582 ± 0.018 0.332 ± 0.085 – – 1.03 18.806 ± 0.004 0.207 ± 0.005 – – 0.30
5–6 18.697 ± 0.015 0.199 ± 0.018 – – 2.07 18.816 ± 0.014 0.230 ± 0.019 – – 2.95
6–7 18.769 ± 0.019 0.244 ± 0.036 – – 0.90 18.769 ± 0.021 0.278 ± 0.053 – – 0.76
7–10 18.856 ± 0.047 0.193 ± 0.048 – – 0.81 18.939 ± 0.026 0.105 ± 0.014 – – 1.99

Radius South East South West
(deg) Peak1 (mag) Sigma1 (mag) Peak2 (mag) Sigma2 (mag) χ2 Peak1 (mag) Sigma1 (mag) Peak2 (mag) Sigma2 (mag) χ2

0–0.5 18.852 ± 0.004 0.160 ± 0.003 – – 2.11 18.871 ± 0.006 0.199 ± 0.006 – – 1.07
0.5–1 18.985 ± 0.005 0.157 ± 0.005 – – 11.72 18.987 ± 0.003 0.182 ± 0.003 – – 2.65
1–1.5 18.821 ± 0.005 0.107 ± 0.003 18.725 ± 0.014 0.202 ± 0.009 2.22 18.790 ± 0.006 0.123 ± 0.004 18.714 ± 0.015 0.214 ± 0.014 2.98
1.5–2 18.918 ± 0.006 0.123 ± 0.004 18.799 ± 0.024 0.230 ± 0.017 1.83 18.860 ± 0.003 0.158 ± 0.003 – – 7.36
2–2.5 19.046 ± 0.007 0.132 ± 0.005 18.828 ± 0.041 0.337 ± 0.064 2.21 19.003 ± 0.004 0.161 ± 0.003 – – 6.49
2.5–3 18.960 ± 0.009 0.166 ± 0.006 18.472 ± 0.028 0.214 ± 0.026 0.82 18.943 ± 0.005 0.118 ± 0.004 18.865 ± 0.015 0.230 ± 0.016 1.11
3–3.5 18.939 ± 0.019 0.153 ± 0.009 18.481 ± 0.038 0.211 ± 0.036 1.51 18.929 ± 0.009 0.124 ± 0.006 18.842 ± 0.028 0.218 ± 0.018 0.67
3.5–4 18.852 ± 0.038 0.191 ± 0.024 18.372 ± 0.057 0.219 ± 0.039 1.55 18.803 ± 0.007 0.202 ± 0.008 – – 0.62
4–4.5 18.852 ± 0.027 0.194 ± 0.015 18.387 ± 0.030 0.206 ± 0.020 0.54 18.817 ± 0.015 0.243 ± 0.023 – – 1.29
4.5–5 18.880 ± 0.097 0.202 ± 0.050 18.413 ± 0.117 0.252 ± 0.092 1.58 18.832 ± 0.028 0.276 ± 0.051 – – 1.25
5–6 18.554 ± 0.050 0.295 ± 0.131 – – 4.31 18.941 ± 0.057 0.311 ± 0.116 – – 1.33
6–7 18.677 ± 0.014 0.336 ± 0.071 – – 0.52 – – – – –
7–10 18.734 ± 0.021 0.203 ± 0.034 – – 0.57 – – – – –
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2762 A. O. Omkumar et al.

Figure 5. Peak magnitude versus radius in eastern (NE and SE; left-hand panel) and western (NW and SW; right-hand panel) regions. Blue (magenta) points
indicate the peak magnitude of faint RC stars in the northern (southern) sub-regions and black (red) points correspond to the peak magnitudes of bright RC stars
in the northern (southern) sub-regions.

sectors and also with peak values obtained for the combined sector.
As a typical example, the peak and dispersion in magnitude for SE 7◦–
10◦ upper and lower are 18.737 ± 0.114 mag and 18.741 ± 0.270 mag
whereas 18.734 ± 0.203 mag is for the entire sector.

We note that in some of the CMDs (notably in SE), the vertical
extension of RC stars goes beyond the upper edge of our current
selection box. As we can see from the Hess diagrams, the number
density of this feature beyond our selection box is very low. Extending
the selection box to cover the entire extension simultaneously
increases the contribution from RGB stars (which are larger in
number than the extended tail of the bright RC feature) in the
brighter magnitude range. However, it is important to verify the
effect of excluding some stars at the brighter end, on the magnitude
distribution and best-fitting parameters. To include the entire RC
feature in some of the SE sub-regions, we slightly extended the
magnitude range of the RC selection box. Then, we performed the
same analysis and obtained the best-fitting parameters. As a typical
example, the parameters (peak and dispersion) for the 2.◦5–3◦ sub-
region with the extended RC selection box are 18.962 ± 0.167 mag
(faint) and 18.471 ± 0.223 mag (bright), respectively. Comparison
of the best-fitting parameters, based on the extended RC selection
box, and the parameters in Table 1 shows that there is no significant
difference. Thus, the final results are not affected by excluding a
few stars at the brighter end of the vertical extension of the RC star
distribution in some sub-regions.

Also note that one of the applied selection criteria, of flux signal to
noise ≥ 5 in all three bands, can reduce the number of stars at fainter
magnitudes (mostly G ≥ 18.7 mag) and may affect the RC magnitude
distribution. However, the number of sources removed from the RC
selection box, based on this criterion, is negligible (∼1.24 per cent
of sources in the central crowded sub-regions and ∼0.05 per cent in
the outer sub-regions) and hence this is highly unlikely to affect the
RC magnitude distributions and derived parameters.

4 B I M O DA L I T Y I N R C M AG N I T U D E
DISTRIBU TION AND DISTANCE EFFECT

As described in Section 3.3, the magnitude distributions of the RC
stars in the eastern sub-regions, 2.◦5–5◦ from the centre show clear
bimodality. Since RC stars are standard candles (Girardi 2016), the
natural explanation for this bimodality could be a distance effect. The
average magnitude difference between the two peaks (faint and bright
RC) is 0.45 ± 0.09 mag. This translates to a difference in distance

of 12 ± 2 kpc, if we assume the faint clump is at the distance of the
main body of the SMC. Apart from the distance effect, other possible
effects that can contribute to the observed bimodality in the RC mag-
nitude distribution are extinction effects and RC population effects.
Subramanian et al. (2017) discussed and analysed all these effects
in detail while analysing the dual RC in the eastern SMC (between
2.◦5–4◦ from the centre). They found that these effects cannot explain
the observed bimodality and suggested that the main cause for the
dual RC feature is a distance effect and obtained a value similar to
our results. In their study, they also modelled the observed CMD as
a linear combination of stellar partial models, assuming a single and
a double distance separately. The observed CMD was well fit using
the models including a double distance, hence supporting a distance
effect for the observed bimodality in the RC magnitude distribution.

Subramanian et al. (2017) used the NIR data from the VMC survey
for their study. Extinction has a minimal effect in NIR bands, but in
our present study, we use the optical data from Gaia DR2. Hence,
we address the effect of extinction in the observed bimodality of the
RC magnitude distribution. A magnitude difference of 0.45 mag in G
can be due to a dust layer between two populations. But an extinction
of 0.45 mag in mG corresponds to a colour difference of ∼0.21 mag
in (GBP − GRP) colour. The Hess diagrams shown in Fig. A2 do not
show such a colour difference between the brighter and fainter RC. In
order to quantify this, we analysed the colour distributions (with a bin
size of 0.05 mag in colour) of the stars in the RC selection boxes; they
do not show any signatures of bimodality and are well fit by a single
Gaussian function. The observed colour distributions and the best-
fitting Gaussian profiles (in red) for the 3◦–3.◦5 sub-regions (where
magnitude distributions show bimodality in eastern sub-regions) are
shown in Fig. 6. The best-fitting Gaussian parameters for all the sub-
regions are given in Table 2. From the table, we can see that in the east-
ern sub-regions (2.◦5–5◦) the dispersion value, which is a measure of
internal extinction, is also less than 0.21 mag. Also note that the width
of the RC colour distribution has contributions from photometric er-
rors and population effects along with internal extinction. So a value
of ∼0.1 mag for the dispersion in colour is an upper limit for the inter-
nal extinction. This analysis shows that the effect of extinction cannot
explain the observed bimodality in the RC magnitude distribution.

Based on the study by Subramanian et al. (2017) and our analysis
of the effect extinction has on the observed bimodality in the RC
magnitude distribution, we suggest that the magnitude difference
between the faint and bright RC is most likely due to the presence of
stellar populations at two different distances.
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Gaia view of SMC’s stellar sub-structure 2763

Figure 6. The (GBP − GRP)0 colour distributions of RC stars in 3◦–3.◦5
sub-regions with the best fit marked in red.

5 3 D ST RU C T U R E

The extinction corrected peak magnitudes, G0 of the faint and bright
RC are converted to distances using the absolute magnitude in G
band (MG) of RC stars (Ruiz-Dern et al. 2018)

MG = 0.495 + 1.121 ∗ (G − Ks − 2.1). (1)

We used the peak RC magnitudes (Ks0 ) provided by Subramanian
et al. (2017) to calculate the (G − Ks) colour and hence MG. From the
values listed in table 1 of Subramanian et al. (2017), we calculated
the average Ks0 magnitudes for the inner 0◦–2◦ region and 2.◦5–4◦

region from the centre. In the eastern 2.◦5–4◦ region, there are faint
and bright RC features and hence, we calculated the average Ks0

magnitude for the bright and faint RC. We note here that the Ks0

magnitudes provided by Subramanian et al. (2017) are in the VISTA
system and the Ks band used by Ruiz-Dern et al. (2018) is in the
2MASS system. Using the (Y − Ks)0 colour of RC stars in the VISTA
system (given in fig. 7 of Subramanian et al. 2017) and applying
the transformation equations provided by González-Fernández et al.
(2018), we converted the Ks0 magnitudes in the VISTA system
to the 2MASS system. The difference is found to be negligible,
∼0.003 mag. The Ks0 values obtained in the 2MASS system are

17.33 ± 0.04 mag (for the 0◦–2◦ region), 17.38 ± 0.05 mag (for faint
RC in the 2.◦5–4◦ region) and 16.92 ± 0.05 mag (for the bright RC in
the 2.◦5–4◦ region). We also calculated the average G0 values for these
regions from our estimates given in Table 1. The (G − Ks) colour
obtained for the RC stars is ∼1.5 mag and the absolute magnitude
obtained using the colour value of 1.5 mag is ∼−0.18 mag. Based
on this value, the peak G0 values (given in Table 1) corresponding
to different sub-regions are converted to distance moduli and then to
distances in kpc. Table 3 gives the distance and the associated errors
in the northern and southern sub-regions, respectively. The error in
the distance value is the distance corresponding to the error in the
peak RC magnitude. The distance corresponding to the dispersion of
the magnitude distribution is also shown in Table 3 as Dσ .

Different panels of Fig. 7 show the estimated distances in the
NE, SE, NW, and SW sub-regions, as a function of radius. The plots
clearly show that the eastern sub-regions at 2.◦5–5◦ radius of the SMC
have two populations of RC at different distances along the line of
sight. The fainter RC is at the distance of the main body of the SMC
and the brighter RC is in the foreground of the SMC. The relative
distance between these populations is ∼12 kpc. The mean distance,
corresponding to a single RC, of the SE 5◦–6◦ region is similar to the
foreground (bright) RC population. This suggests that the foreground
RC population probably extends till SE 5◦–6◦, in agreement with a
recent study (El Youssoufi et al., submitted) based on NIR data from
the VISTA Hemisphere Survey (VHS).

The error bars shown in Fig. 7 are the distances corresponding to
the dispersion of the respective Gaussian components of the best fit
to the RC magnitude distribution. Hence, it represents the extent of
the structure (corresponding to each Gaussian component) along the
line of sight. As the dispersion of the magnitude distribution includes
contributions from internal extinction and photometric errors, the
error bars in Fig. 7 provide an upper limit to the depth along the line
of sight. As shown in other studies (Subramanian & Subramaniam
2012 and Tatton et al. 2020, submitted), the main body of the SMC
(as traced by the fainter RC clump) is extended along the line of sight
with a depth of ∼5–8 kpc (corresponding to ∼±1σ of the Gaussian
component corresponding to the faint RC). However, the foreground
RC population (corresponding to the bright RC) identified in the
regions between 2.◦5–4.◦5 in the NE and 2.◦5–5◦ in the SE, is distinct
and well separated from the main body of the SMC. As we can
appreciate from Fig. 7, the error bars on the mean distances to the
foreground and main body RC populations in these eastern sub-
regions are not overlapping. Thus, the foreground RC stars in the
eastern sub-regions between 2.◦5–5◦ from the SMC centre are more

Table 2. Gaussian fit parameters for the colour distributions of RC stars.

Radius Northeast Northwest Southeast Southwest
(deg) PEAK ± Error SIGMA ± Error PEAK ± Error SIGMA ± Error PEAK ± Error SIGMA ± Error PEAK ± Error SIGMA ± Error

0–0.5 0.665 ± 0.005 0.146 ± 0.003 0.665 ± 0.005 0.136 ± 0.003 0.649 ± 0.005 0.145 ± 0.003 0.626 ± 0.006 0.163 ± 0.004
0.5–1 0.764 ± 0.004 0.137 ± 0.002 0.849 ± 0.003 0.125 ± 0.002 0.774 ± 0.004 0.131 ± 0.002 0.768 ± 0.004 0.140 ± 0.002
1–1.5 0.725 ± 0.004 0.129 ± 0.002 0.804 ± 0.004 0.112 ± 0.002 0.751 ± 0.004 0.121 ± 0.002 0.736 ± 0.004 0.119 ± 0.002
1.5–2 0.820 ± 0.005 0.117 ± 0.002 0.857 ± 0.003 0.124 ± 0.002 0.845 ± 0.004 0.126 ± 0.002 0.826 ± 0.004 0.124 ± 0.002
2–2.5 0.912 ± 0.005 0.120 ± 0.002 0.914 ± 0.007 0.134 ± 0.004 0.934 ± 0.005 0.121 ± 0.002 0.917 ± 0.005 0.124 ± 0.002
2.5–3 0.870 ± 0.004 0.113 ± 0.002 0.874 ± 0.005 0.124 ± 0.003 0.886 ± 0.005 0.116 ± 0.002 0.885 ± 0.004 0.117 ± 0.002
3–3.5 0.837 ± 0.005 0.111 ± 0.002 0.849 ± 0.006 0.131 ± 0.003 0.875 ± 0.006 0.115 ± 0.003 0.873 ± 0.004 0.124 ± 0.002
3.5–4 0.802 ± 0.005 0.107 ± 0.002 0.804 ± 0.005 0.129 ± 0.003 0.843 ± 0.004 0.110 ± 0.002 0.832 ± 0.004 0.130 ± 0.002
4–4.5 0.793 ± 0.005 0.107 ± 0.002 0.793 ± 0.005 0.136 ± 0.002 0.837 ± 0.005 0.112 ± 0.002 0.834 ± 0.005 0.130 ± 0.003
4.5–5 0.799 ± 0.005 0.114 ± 0.002 0.784 ± 0.006 0.142 ± 0.003 0.833 ± 0.005 0.120 ± 0.003 0.804 ± 0.009 0.162 ± 0.006
5–6 0.789 ± 0.007 0.124 ± 0.004 0.770 ± 0.008 0.152 ± 0.005 0.826 ± 0.006 0.125 ± 0.003 0.732 ± 0.014 0.220 ± 0.013
6–7 0.719 ± 0.013 0.198 ± 0.011 0.690 ± 0.013 0.214 ± 0.012 0.777 ± 0.013 0.186 ± 0.010 0.685 ± 0.010 0.247 ± 0.011
7–10 0.716 ± 0.007 0.165 ± 0.006 0.694 ± 0.010 0.177 ± 0.009 0.793 ± 0.013 0.214 ± 0.017 0.736 ± 0.017 0.268 ± 0.037
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Table 3. Distances of NE, NW, SE, and SW sub-regions.

Radius NE NE bright NW NW bright
(deg) Distance (kpc) Dσ (kpc) Distance (kpc) Dσ (kpc) Distance (kpc) Dσ (kpc) Distance (kpc) Dσ (kpc)

0–0.5 66.82 ± 0.43 3.14 64.29 ± 0.50 5.79 63.47 ± 0.11 4.38 – –
0.5–1 68.82 ± 0.32 4.02 66.36 ± 0.70 6.55 68.66 ± 0.22 3.29 66.03 ± 0.43 5.91
1–1.5 62.10 ± 0.20 3.03 60.44 ± 0.17 5.77 61.91 ± 0.14 4.18 – –
1.5–2 63.61 ± 0.41 4.33 60.33 ± 1.28 6.64 66.45 ± 0.37 3.30 63.90 ± 0.77 5.61
2–2.5 66.20 ± 0.28 6.21 – – 69.68 ± 0.14 5.35 – –
2.5–3 66.06 ± 0.49 5.77 54.37 ± 0.73 4.72 67.69 ± 0.16 3.55 65.51 ± 0.30 6.88
3–3.5 65.97 ± 1.09 4.85 54.64 ± 1.66 5.89 65.80 ± 0.25 5.21 – –
3.5–4 61.93 ± 0.63 5.21 50.97 ± 0.63 4.22 63.65 ± 0.25 5.34 – –
4–4.5 63.17 ± 0.52 4.62 51.04 ± 0.45 4.90 62.85 ± 0.17 5.40 – –
4.5–5 56.49 ± 0.46 8.58 – – 62.61 ± 0.13 5.95 – –
5–6 59.54 ± 0.41 5.44 – – 62.91 ± 0.40 6.63 – –
6–7 61.57 ± 0.55 6.90 – – 61.55 ± 0.58 7.83 – –
7–10 64.08 ± 1.39 5.68 – – 66.59 ± 0.80 3.21 – –

Radius SE SE bright SW SW bright
(deg) Distance (kpc) Dσ (kpc) Distance (kpc) Dσ (kpc) Distance (kpc) Dσ (kpc) Distance (kpc) Dσ (kpc)

0–0.5 63.96 ± 0.11 4.71 – – 64.53 ± 0.17 5.90 – –
0.5–1 67.99 ± 0.17 4.90 – – 68.07 ± 0.10 5.70 – –
1–1.5 63.06 ± 0.15 3.10 60.33 ± 0.39 5.60 62.16 ± 0.17 3.52 60.02 ± 0.41 5.90
1.5–2 65.94 ± 0.18 3.73 62.42 ± 0.69 6.59 64.21 ± 0.10 4.67 – –
2–2.5 69.94 ± 0.23 4.25 63.26 ± 1.19 9.74 68.57 ± 0.14 5.08 – –
2.5–3 67.22 ± 0.28 5.13 53.69 ± 0.69 5.27 66.70 ± 0.15 3.62 64.35 ± 0.44 6.79
3–3.5 66.58 ± 0.58 4.68 53.92 ± 0.94 5.22 66.27 ± 0.27 3.78 63.67 ± 0.82 6.37
3.5–4 63.96 ± 1.12 5.61 51.28 ± 1.35 5.15 62.52 ± 0.19 5.79 – –
4–4.5 63.96 ± 0.80 5.70 51.63 ± 0.71 4.88 62.93 ± 0.45 7.00 – –
4.5–5 64.79 ± 2.89 6.01 52.25 ± 2.81 6.04 63.37 ± 0.82 8.01 – –
5–6 55.77 ± 1.27 7.54 – – 66.63 ± 1.76 9.46 – –
6–7 59.00 ± 0.39 9.06 – – – – – –
7–10 60.58 ± 0.58 5.63 – – – – – –

likely part of a separate stellar sub-structure in front of the SMC,
which could be connected to the main body only at low density levels.

As discussed in Section 3.1, stars in the outer regions are corrected
for interstellar extinction using the extinction values of regions at
3◦ from the SMC centre. This may lead to an oversubtraction of
extinction in outer regions and can affect the distance estimation.
Though it can affect the absolute distance estimation, relative
distance between the foreground stellar structure and the main body
population in the same region of the sky will not get affected. This is
because, we apply a constant extinction value to all the stars in a sub-
region. However, if there is significant dust in between the two RC
populations, the background population will have more extinction
than the foreground population. This effect is found to be negligible
based on our analysis on the colour of the two RC populations in
4. We also note that the variation of RC population effects across
the SMC could also affect the estimation of the (G − Ks) colour
and hence the MG value and distance estimation. However, our final
results based on the relative distance between the main body (faint)
and foreground (bright) RC will not be affected significantly by these
effects.

6 PRO P E R MOT I O N O F TH E F O R E G RO U N D
A N D M A I N B O DY R C P O P U L AT I O N S

In this study, we find that there are two populations of RC stars
which are located at a relative distance of ∼12 kpc along the line of
sight in the eastern sub-regions (at 2.◦5–5◦ radius). Using Gaia DR2
proper motion measurements (μα , μδ), we analyse in this section,

the kinematics of these two populations and also compare them with
RC stars within other sub-regions.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, our initial selection of RC stars is
contaminated by RGB stars. In principle, RGB stars in the same
region are expected to have similar kinematics as RC stars and
should not have any impact on the estimation of the average proper
motion values of the sample. But as some of the sub-regions have
dual RC populations, which are located at two different distances
along the line of sight, the presence of RGB stars in the selected
sample can affect the estimates. This is mainly because RGB stars
corresponding to the main body (faint) RC population can be present
in the location of the foreground (bright) RC in the CMD and vice
versa. To obtain a cleaner sample of RC stars, we re-defined the
RC selection box. The colour range is defined as the peak value of
(GBP − GRP)0 ± σ(GBP −GRP )0 and the magnitude range is defined as
the peak value of G0 ± σG0 , where the peak and σ values in colour
and magnitude are the best-fitting values for observed magnitude and
colour distributions of RC stars discussed in Section 3.3 and given
in Tables 1 and 2.

For those sub-regions, where a dual (faint and bright) RC popula-
tion is found, the magnitude selection range corresponds to the best-
fitting values obtained for the faint and bright Gaussian components.
The dual RC populations considered here are only those in the eastern
sub-regions at 2.◦5–5◦ radius. Fig. 8 shows, as an example, the CMD
of the NE region (2.◦5–3◦ from the centre) with the selection boxes.
The outer box is the initial RC selection box. The inner small boxes
correspond to the selection of faint and bright RC stars based on the
best-fitting Gaussian parameters. In the inner boxes, the contribution
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Gaia view of SMC’s stellar sub-structure 2765

Figure 7. Distance versus radius in NE (top left-hand), NW (top right-hand), SE (bottom left-hand), and SW (bottom right-hand) regions. Cyan and green
points correspond to distances of foreground (bright) and main body (faint) RC populations, respectively. The error bar is the distance corresponding to the
dispersion in the magnitude distribution.

Figure 8. CMD showing the selection of RC stars. The outer black box
shows our initial selection of RC stars and the inner ones represents the 1σ

ranges in selection with peak values of 0.870 ± 0.113 mag in colour and
18.922 ± 0.189 mag (faint); 18.499 ± 0.19 mag (bright) in magnitude. The
colour bar from blue to yellow indicates the increase in stellar density.

from the RC stars are expected to dominate that of the RGB stars.
For other sub-regions with dual RC populations (central and western
regions), the peak magnitudes of the faint and bright RC are not
well separated and are within the dispersion of the two Gaussian
components. So, for these sub-regions, we considered only the single
component values corresponding to the narrow Gaussian component
for the selection of the RC stars.

Using the re-defined selection criteria, we selected the RC stars
in all the sub-regions and calculated the mean proper motion
values. For the dual RC populations, the mean proper motion values
corresponding to the faint and bright RC populations are estimated
separately. To obtain robust results of the mean proper motions
and their associated uncertainties, we employed a combination of
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) fitting and bootstrapping. We
started by creating 5000 bootstrapping samples for each RC in the
different sub-regions. These samples are generated by resampling the
original data set with replacement. Then, we fitted a two dimensional,
single-component GMM to the un-binned proper motions in the RA
and Dec. directions. This was done for each bootstrap sample. As
the mean proper motions of the RC and the uncertainties, we used
the simple mean and standard deviation of the expectation values
obtained from the GMMs for all bootstrap samples. The mean μα

and μδ along with their standard errors for each of the sub-regions
are presented in Table 4 (NE, NW, SE, and SW sub-regions).
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Table 4. Proper motion values for NE, NW, SE, and SW sub-regions.

Radius North East North East (bright) North West
(deg) μα (mas yr−1) μδ (mas yr−1) μα (mas yr−1) μδ (mas yr−1) μα (mas yr−1) μδ (mas yr−1)

0–0.5 0.672 ± 0.013 −1.080 ± 0.011 – – 0.779 ± 0.012 −1.051 ± 0.010
0.5–1 0.704 ± 0.008 −1.081 ± 0.006 – – 0.692 ± 0.008 −1.130 ± 0.006
1–1.5 0.789 ± 0.007 −1.102 ± 0.005 – – 0.607 ± 0.008 −1.187 ± 0.006
1.5–2 0.786 ± 0.007 −1.144 ± 0.005 – – 0.589 ± 0.010 −1.191 ± 0.008
2–2.5 0.815 ± 0.009 −1.134 ± 0.007 – – 0.574 ± 0.012 −1.192 ± 0.009
2.5–3 0.843 ± 0.012 −1.150 ± 0.009 0.991 ± 0.012 −1.225 ± 0.008 0.538 ± 0.014 −1.172 ± 0.011
3–3.5 0.863 ± 0.016 −1.110 ± 0.012 1.009 ± 0.011 −1.195 ± 0.008 0.558 ± 0.017 −1.165 ± 0.013
3.5–4 0.931 ± 0.016 −1.108 ± 0.012 1.122 ± 0.012 −1.213 ± 0.009 0.580 ± 0.018 −1.188 ± 0.014
4–4.5 0.899 ± 0.021 −1.099 ± 0.014 1.138 ± 0.013 −1.185 ± 0.010 0.543 ± 0.020 −1.180 ± 0.016
4.5–5 1.039 ± 0.014 −1.146 ± 0.011 – – 0.607 ± 0.019 −1.185 ± 0.018
5–6 0.943 ± 0.019 −1.109 ± 0.014 – – 0.620 ± 0.022 −1.181 ± 0.018
6–7 1.017 ± 0.031 −1.054 ± 0.030 – – 0.776 ± 0.037 −1.240 ± 0.031
7–10 1.103 ± 0.036 −0.985 ± 0.033 – – 0.825 ± 0.045 −1.287 ± 0.041

Radius South East South East (bright) South West
(deg) μα (mas yr−1) μδ (mas yr−1) μα (mas yr−1) μδ (mas yr−1) μα (mas yr−1) μδ (mas yr−1)

0–0.5 0.647 ± 0.015 −1.039 ± 0.011 – – 0.552 ± 0.016 −1.043 ± 0.012
0.5–1 0.710 ± 0.008 −1.063 ± 0.006 – – 0.644 ± 0.008 −1.067 ± 0.006
1–1.5 0.674 ± 0.008 −1.120 ± 0.005 – – 0.627 ± 0.006 −1.133 ± 0.005
1.5–2 0.791 ± 0.008 −1.112 ± 0.006 – – 0.534 ± 0.007 −1.148 ± 0.005
2–2.5 0.775 ± 0.012 −1.132 ± 0.008 – – 0.502 ± 0.008 −1.175 ± 0.006
2.5–3 0.832 ± 0.015 −1.117 ± 0.010 1.042 ± 0.011 −1.265 ± 0.008 0.498 ± 0.011 −1.171 ± 0.007
3–3.5 0.845 ± 0.018 −1.128 ± 0.012 1.067 ± 0.012 −1.258 ± 0.009 0.488 ± 0.015 −1.208 ± 0.010
3.5–4 0.968 ± 0.020 −1.102 ± 0.014 1.157 ± 0.013 −1.252 ± 0.010 0.495 ± 0.020 −1.222 ± 0.014
4–4.5 1.029 ± 0.022 −1.080 ± 0.015 1.216 ± 0.015 −1.218 ± 0.011 0.517 ± 0.029 −1.239 ± 0.020
4.5–5 1.053 ± 0.027 −1.020 ± 0.019 1.228 ± 0.017 −1.181 ± 0.014 0.554 ± 0.037 −1.252 ± 0.026
5–6 1.190 ± 0.017 −1.091 ± 0.014 – – 0.705 ± 0.044 −1.304 ± 0.033
6–7 1.215 ± 0.024 −1.003 ± 0.023 – – – –
7–10 1.431 ± 0.025 −0.682 ± 0.029 – – – –

The estimated proper motion values have a large range. To decipher
the variation in proper motion values, we plotted the mean μα and
μδ values as a function of radius (Fig. 9) for all the sub-regions. The
plots indicate that the proper motion components of the foreground
RC population are distinct from those of the main body population
at the same location in the plane of the sky. The plots also suggest
that there is a radial variation in proper motion components of both
the RC populations and variation between the eastern and western
regions. These observed variations in μα and μδ could be due to
internal kinematics, geometry of the system and/or effects of tidal
interactions of the MCs (Niederhofer et al. 2018, 2020, submitted;
Zivick et al. 2018, 2019; Schmidt et al. 2020). A proper modelling of
the kinematics is required to understand these effects and is beyond
the scope of this work. Here, we are mainly interested in the relative
kinematic variation of the stars in the foreground stellar structure and
the main body of the SMC.

To reveal the relative kinematic difference of the dual RC
population in more detail, in the top left-hand panel of Fig. 10,
we plotted the mean μα versus the mean μδ of the eastern sub-
regions (2.◦5–4.◦5 in NE and 2.◦5–5◦ in SE from the centre where
distinct dual RC populations are observed). The faint and bright
RC populations are clearly separated in this plot. The top right-
hand panel of Fig. 10 shows the mean values of the proper motion
components corresponding to the main body (faint) and foreground
(bright) RC, with standard errors as error bars. The difference in
mean μα between the bright RC (foreground population) and the
faint RC (main body population) is ∼0.19 ± 0.04 mas yr−1 and the
corresponding difference in mean μδ is ∼0.12 ± 0.02 mas yr−1.

The relative difference in μα and μδ as a function of radius in
the eastern sub-regions (where distinct dual population is seen) is
shown in the bottom left- and bottom right-hand panels of Fig. 10,
respectively. The mean relative difference (with standard errors) of
bright and faint RC stars in μα is ∼0.19 ± 0.01 mas yr−1 and μδ

is ∼0.12 ± 0.01 mas yr−1. One can note that the errors are slightly
less as compared with the values from mean difference. The proper
motion values of the bright RC is significantly larger than that of the
faint RC. This is expected if the bright RC is at a closer distance.
Thus, the observed proper motion values also support that the two
RC populations are at two different distances.

In order to check whether there is any true kinematic variation
between the two RC populations, we calculated the tangential
velocity (Vt in km s−1) and the velocity components (Vα and Vδ in
km s−1) of the RC stars in the eastern sub-regions by incorporating
the estimated proper motion values (μα and μδ in mas yr−1) and
distances (D in kpc) in the following equations

Vα = 4.74 × μα × D; Vδ = 4.74 × μδ × D; (2)

Vt = (
V 2

α + V 2
δ

)0.5
. (3)

The calculated values are tabulated in Table 5. We note that the Vt

value of RC stars in the SE sub-regions (5◦–6◦ from the centre) is
similar to the foreground (bright) RC population. This supports the
result from photometric analysis that the foreground stellar structure
in front of the SMC probably extends till SE 5◦–6◦.

The velocity estimates in Table 5 suggest that the two RC
populations are indeed kinematically distinct and the foreground
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Gaia view of SMC’s stellar sub-structure 2767

Figure 9. Proper motion components μα (top) and μδ (bottom) as a function of radius for the NE and SE sub-regions (left-hand panels) and for the NW and
SW sub-regions (right-hand panels). The error bars represent the standard errors in the respective sub-regions. Blue (magenta) points in the figures represent
the values corresponding to the main body (faint RC) of the SMC in NE (SE) and NW (SW) sub-regions. Black and red points show the foreground (bright) RC
population in the NE and SE, respectively.

Figure 10. Mean proper motion for bright and faint RC stars (top left-hand) and their mean (top right-hand). Relative μα (bottom left-hand) and μδ (bottom
right-hand) as a function of radius within the eastern sub-regions at 2.◦5–5◦ from the centre of the SMC.
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Table 5. Velocity components and relative velocity of bright RC stars with respect to the faint ones in the NE and SE sub-regions.

RADIUS North East Faint RC North East bright RC Relative velocity
(deg) Vα Vδ Vt Vα Vδ Vt Vα Vδ Vt

(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)

0–0.5 212.84 ± 4.34 − 342.06 ± 4.12 402.88 ± 5.98 – – – – – –
0.5–1 229.65 ± 2.82 − 352.63 ± 2.55 420.82 ± 3.80 – – – – – –
1–1.5 232.25 ± 2.19 − 324.38 ± 1.80 398.95 ± 2.84 – – – – – –
1.5–2 236.99 ± 2.61 − 344.93 ± 2.69 418.50 ± 3.74 – – – – – –
2–2.5 255.74 ± 3.02 − 355.84 ± 2.66 438.20 ± 4.03 – – – – – –
2.5–3 263.96 ± 4.24 − 360.09 ± 3.88 446.48 ± 5.75 255.39 ± 4.94 − 315.70 ± 5.44 406.07 ± 7.34 − 8.57 ± 6.51 44.39 ± 6.68 45.21 ± 9.33
3–3.5 269.86 ± 6.70 − 347.09 ± 6.85 439.66 ± 9.59 261.32 ± 8.29 − 309.5 ± 11.21 405.07 ± 13.95 − 8.54 ± 10.66 37.59 ± 13.14 38.55 ± 16.92
3.5–4 273.29 ± 5.46 − 325.25 ± 4.83 424.83 ± 7.29 271.07 ± 6.75 − 293.06 ± 5.66 399.20 ± 8.81 − 2.22 ± 8.68 32.19 ± 7.44 32.27 ± 11.43
4–4.5 269.18 ± 6.67 − 329.07 ± 4.99 425.14 ± 8.33 275.32 ± 8.00 − 286.69 ± 5.03 397.48 ± 9.45 6.14 ± 10.42 42.38 ± 7.09 42.82 ± 12.60
4.5–5 278.21 ± 4.38 − 306.86 ± 3.86 414.20 ± 5.84 – – – – – –
5–6 266.13 ± 5.67 − 312.98 ± 4.50 410.83 ± 7.24 – – – – – –
6–7 296.80 ± 9.43 − 307.60 ± 9.18 427.45 ± 13.16 – – – – – –
7–10 335.02 ± 13.13 − 299.18 ± 11.94 449.17 ± 17.75 – – – – – –

Radius South East faint RC South East bright RC Relative velocity
(deg) Vα Vδ Vt Vα Vδ Vt Vα Vδ Vt

(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)

0–0.5 196.15 ± 4.56 − 314.99 ± 3.38 371.07 ± 5.68 – – – – – –
0.5–1 228.81 ± 2.64 − 342.58 ± 2.11 411.96 ± 3.38 – – – – – –
1–1.5 201.46 ± 2.44 − 334.77 ± 1.69 390.72 ± 2.97 – – – – – –
1.5–2 247.23 ± 2.59 − 347.56 ± 2.10 426.52 ± 3.34 – – – – – –
2–2.5 256.92 ± 4.07 − 375.28 ± 2.93 454.80 ± 5.01 – – – – – –
2.5–3 265.09 ± 4.91 − 355.90 ± 3.51 443.78 ± 6.03 265.18 ± 5.56 − 321.93 ± 5.22 417.08 ± 7.63 0.09 ± 7.42 33.97 ± 6.29 33.97 ± 9.73
3–3.5 266.67 ± 6.14 − 355.98 ± 4.89 444.79 ± 7.85 272.70 ± 7.31 − 321.52 ± 7.14 421.60 ± 10.22 6.03 ± 9.55 34.46 ± 8.65 34.98 ± 12.89
3.5–4 293.47 ± 7.95 − 334.09 ± 7.23 444.68 ± 10.74 281.23 ± 9.75 − 304.32 ± 10.37 414.37 ± 14.23 − 12.24 ± 12.58 29.77 ± 12.64 32.19 ± 17.83
4–4.5 311.96 ± 7.73 − 327.42 ± 6.12 452.25 ± 9.86 297.59 ± 9.23 − 298.08 ± 6.92 421.20 ± 11.54 − 14.37 ± 12.04 29.34 ± 9.24 32.67 ± 15.18
4.5–5 323.38 ± 16.64 − 313.25 ± 15.14 450.22 ± 22.50 304.13 ± 21.47 − 292.49 ± 21.15 421.96 ± 30.14 − 19.25 ± 27.16 20.76 ± 26.01 28.31 ± 37.61
5–6 314.58 ± 8.46 − 288.41 ± 7.54 426.77 ± 11.33 – – – – – –
6–7 339.79 ± 7.08 − 280.50 ± 6.69 440.61 ± 9.74 – – – – – –
7–10 410.91 ± 8.19 − 195.84 ± 8.54 455.19 ± 11.83 – – – – – –

Figure 11. Mean tangential velocity components for bright and faint RC stars (top left-hand panel) and their mean (top right-hand panel). Relative Vα (bottom
left-hand) and Vδ (bottom right-hand) as a function of radius within the eastern sub-regions at 2.◦5–5◦ from the centre of the SMC.

(bright) RC population is 34.4 ± 3.8 km s−1 slower than the main
body (faint) RC population. This is illustrated in Fig. 11, where the
top left-hand panel shows the two RC populations (between 2.◦5–
5◦) in the Vα−Vδ plane. The top right-hand panel shows the mean

values of the tangential velocity components corresponding to the
faint (main body) and foreground (bright) RC with standard errors
as the error bars. The relative difference in Vα (bottom left-hand)
and Vδ (bottom right-hand) is calculated for the eastern sub-regions
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Gaia view of SMC’s stellar sub-structure 2769

between 2.◦5–5◦ and plotted as a function of radius (Fig. 11). The
relative difference in Vδ (34 ± 2 km s−1 towards North) is more
significant than in Vα (6 ± 3 km s−1 towards West). This suggests
that the foreground (bright) RC population is moving to the NW
relative to the main body (faint) RC population.

Recent studies which analysed the internal proper motion structure
of the SMC (e.g. Oey et al. 2018; Zivick et al. 2018; De Leo et al.
2020; Niederhofer et al. 2020, submitted) found that stars east of the
main body of the galaxy move preferentially away from the SMC,
towards the East. This motion has been interpreted as a signature
of tidal stripping of the outer parts of the SMC. The results from
the mentioned studies, however, are based on the assumption that
all stars are at the same distance and the measured proper motions
directly reflect tangential velocities.

7 C OMPARISON W ITH SIMULATIONS AND
DISCUSSION

In the N-body simulation of the Magellanic System by Diaz &
Bekki (2012), the LMC is treated as a point mass and the SMC is
represented as a multicomponent system composed of an exponential
disc (truncation radius = 5 kpc and disc scale-length = 1 kpc), a
central spheroid and a dark matter halo. The authors consider three
models for the central spheroidal component of the SMC and found
that an extended spheroid (truncation radius = 7.5 kpc and scale-
length = 1.5 kpc) best reproduces the observed features. The assumed
total mass of the LMC and the SMC are 1010 M� and 3 × 109 M�,
respectively. The disc and the dark matter halo of the SMC have
equal mass, 1.36 × 109 M�. The mass ratio of the spheroid to the
disc is taken as 0.2. The Milky Way is represented by a realistic
potential having a bulge, disc, and a Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW)
dark matter halo, with a total mass of 1.73 × 1012 within r = 300 kpc.

The assumption in the simulation is that the SMC spheroidal
component mainly contains old stars and the disc (mainly in the
outer 3–5 kpc) contains gas. The inner part of the disc (up to 2–
3 kpc) contains both stars and gas. During the tidal interaction of
the MCs ∼260 Myr ago, particles from both the disc and spheroid
components of the SMC were stripped to create the MB. The gas
stripped from the disc is responsible for the gaseous bridge. Stellar
particles from the disc and spheroid were also stripped during the
interaction, predicting stellar structures similar to gaseous features.
In this section, we compare the observed properties of RC stars in
our study with the predictions from the simulation. We note that
the simulation by Diaz & Bekki (2012) is mainly based on the
gravitational effects and ignore the effect of drag forces induced
by the hot halo of the Milky Way. Hence, no offsets are expected
between the stars and the gas from the disc.

Figs 12 to 14 show the density distribution of the simulated
particles of the present day SMC, from both disc and spheroid
components, in the μα versus distance and μδ versus distance for
different sub-regions and compare with the observed values. In order
to make the comparison between the observations and simulations
meaningful, we chose the centre of the SMC in the simulation similar
to the optical centre used in our study. Diaz & Bekki (2012) assumed
the present day distance to the centre of mass of the N-body system
of the SMC as 61.6 kpc. The mean distance to the SMC obtained by
us from the main body RC population in the sub-regions between
0◦–2.◦5 (using only a narrow component) is 65.8 kpc. We applied
this difference in distance as a systematic offset to the distances of
the particles in the simulations and accordingly re-scaled the proper
motion values provided in the simulations.

Figure 12. Distribution of mean proper motions as function of distance for
the NE, NW, SE, and SW sub-regions within 0◦–2.◦5 from the SMC centre
compared with simulations. Top (bottom) panels refer to the μα (μδ) direction
for the disc and spheroid. The density of simulated points are shown in grey-
scale and magenta points indicate the observed values.

Fig. 12 shows the comparison for the 0◦–2.◦5 region. The grey-
scale image represents the density of the simulated particles whereas
the magenta points indicate the observed values. The majority of
the simulated data points are distributed at the distance of the
SMC for both the disc and spheroid components. However, the disc
component has particles distributed at closer distances as well as at
farther distances. The density of particles at farther distances is more
prominent, which Diaz & Bekki (2012) suggest is a Counter Bridge
population. Though the observed proper motion values are within the
range of the SMC main body proper motion values of the simulated
particles, the measured motions (both μα and μδ) are smaller than
the mean values of the simulation.

For the 2.◦5–5◦ sub-regions from the SMC centre, we compare the
observations with simulations for the NE, SE, NW, and SW regions
separately which are shown in Fig. 13. Magenta and cyan points in
all the plots represent the observed values corresponding to the SMC
main body and to the foreground stellar sub-structure, respectively.
The disc sub-structures at closer distances are prominent in eastern
regions compared to western regions. Whereas, the disc sub-structure
at a farther distance, the Counter Bridge, is most prominent in the
NE region, though the feature is visible in all other regions as well.
Similar sub-structures of spheroidal component are at a low density
and they appear less extended along the line of sight than as seen in
the disc component. The foreground stellar sub-structure observed
in our study in the eastern SMC (shown with cyan points) more or
less overlaps with the sub-structures at closer distances. But as seen
in Fig. 12, the observed μα and μδ values are smaller compared
to the simulated particles. However, we did not find any signature
of the Counter Bridge in our study. The comparison between the
observational results from this study and simulations suggests that
the observed foreground stellar sub-structure in the eastern SMC
has properties similar to that predicted by simulations for the
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2770 A. O. Omkumar et al.

Figure 13. Same as Fig. 12 but for the NE (first row), SE (second row), NW (third row), and SW (fourth row) within 2.◦5–5◦ from the centre. Cyan (first two
rows) and magenta points in all rows correspond to the bright and faint RC population, respectively.

sub-structures formed during the interaction between the MCs, with
more similarity to that of the disc model (see first and second rows
of Fig. 13). Fig. 15 shows the comparison between observations and
simulations in the distance versus tangential velocity components
plane, for the sub-regions in the east (between 2.◦5–5.◦0 from the
SMC centre) where we find a foreground stellar sub-structure. This
figure also suggests that the properties of foreground stellar structure
agrees more with the predictions from the disc model, although the
values of the velocity components are not matching. The differences
between the observations and simulations could be due to effect of

hydro-dynamical effect of the Milky Way halo on gas (eg: ram-
pressure effects), which the simulation has not considered.

Beyond 5◦, we identified only single populations of RC in all the
sub-regions which are more or less at the distance of the main body
of the SMC. Fig. 14 is the same as Fig. 12 but for the sub-regions
located 5◦–10◦ from the centre. Simulated particles in these sub-
regions also show that there are extended structures towards both
closer and farther distances. However, the sub-structures are less
prominent in the spheroid model than in the disc model suggesting
that in the regions 5◦–10◦ from the SMC centre observations of stellar
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Gaia view of SMC’s stellar sub-structure 2771

Figure 14. Same as Fig. 12, but for the sub-regions within 5◦–10◦ from the SMC centre.

Figure 15. From left- to right-hand side, the first two panels refer to the Vα against distance (disc and spheroid) while the other two panels refer to the Vδ

against distance (disc and spheroid) for the 2.◦5–5◦ NE (first row) and SE (second row), respectively. Grey points indicate simulations and cyan/magenta points
are observed values.

features map the predictions from simulations adopting a spheroidal
model. This is contrary to the observations in the 2.◦5–5◦ eastern
region which map better the predictions from the disc model. The
observed features in the entire region up to 10◦ from the SMC centre
can be explained if the foreground stars are those which got tidally
stripped from the inner disc region. This is possible as the disc
assumed in the simulations contains stars in the inner regions while
the outer regions are dominated by gas.

Muraveva et al. (2018) used VMC data of RR Lyrae stars and found
an ellipsoidal distribution. They did not find distance bimodality
in the 2.◦5–4◦ eastern regions of the SMC as observed in the RC
distribution. RR Lyrae stars are older (age � 10 Gyr) than RC stars
and are expected to be distributed in the spheroidal component
of the galaxy. Simulations suggest that the spheroidal component
has relatively less sub-structure than the disc component. If the
foreground RC population is tidally stripped from the inner disc
of the SMC and the RR Lyrae stars are in the spheroidal component
then the observed difference in the distribution of RC stars and RR
Lyrae stars is naturally explained.

Tatton et al. (2020, submitted) suggested that ram-pressure effects,
along with tidal effects, are required to explain the presence of bi-

modality in RC stars and the absence of this feature in RR Lyrae stars.
They speculated that the foreground RC stars might have formed
due to star formation in ram-pressure stripped gas. However, recent
hydro-dynamical simulations by Wang et al. (2019) did not show a
foreground population of intermediate-age stars in the eastern SMC.

Classical Cepheids, which are younger (age ∼100–300 Myr) than
RC stars, are used as tracers (Haschke, Grebel & Duffau 2012;
Subramanian & Subramaniam 2015; Scowcroft et al. 2016; Jacyszyn-
Dobrzeniecka et al. 2016; Ripepi et al. 2017) to analyse the 3D
structure of the SMC. All these studies found that the 3D distribution
of Cepheids in the SMC is highly elongated (∼20–30 kpc in the
NE–SW direction). Haschke et al. (2012) and Subramanian & Sub-
ramaniam (2015) interpreted this elongated 3D structure as a highly
inclined disc plane. However, Scowcroft et al. (2016), Jacyszyn-
Dobrzeniecka et al. (2016), and Ripepi et al. (2017) suggested that
the 3D distribution of Cepheids describes the SMC as a very disturbed
galaxy which cannot be well described by a plane. Scowcroft et al.
(2016) suggested that the structure traced by Cepheids traces a
cylindrical shape, which we are viewing from one end. The 3D
structure of the SMC depicted by the intermediate-age RC stars
described in Section 5 is different from that implied by the younger
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Cepheids. This is expected since the distribution of Cepheids might
have been driven by star formation during and/or after the recent
interaction of the MCs, ∼150–300 Myr ago. Also, hydro-dynamical
effects on gas can play a significant role in star formation during
and/or after the interactions and shaping the 3D distribution of stars
younger than ∼150–300 Myr.

A detailed chemical and 3D kinematic study of the RC stars
along with improved theoretical simulations, including both tidal
and hydro-dynamical effects, are required to confirm the nature and
origin of this foreground intermediate-age stellar structure of the
SMC. So, in our future work, we plan to analyse in detail the three-
dimensional velocities and the chemical composition of the RC stars.

8 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

In this study, we used data from Gaia DR2 to study a stellar sub-
structure in front of the SMC. We obtained the following results:

(i) We traced the presence of a dual RC feature which corresponds
to two populations at different distances along the line of sight. The
brighter one corresponds to a foreground population (at a closer
distance from us) and the fainter one corresponds to the main body
of the SMC. The foreground population is located ∼12 kpc in front
of the main body of the SMC. Gaia data trace this feature from 2.◦5
to ∼5◦–6◦ from the centre of the SMC in the eastern regions.

(ii) Beyond 6◦, only a single RC population is identified even in
the eastern regions. The distances corresponding to the single peaks
of the RC magnitude distributions beyond 6◦ are similar to that of
the main body of the SMC. This suggests that the foreground stellar
structure is not present beyond 6◦ from the SMC centre and hence
does not fully overlap with the gaseous MB.

(iii) From the Gaia proper motion measurements, we found that
the foreground stellar structure is kinematically distinct from the
main body population with ∼35 km s−1 slower tangential velocity.
The foreground RC population is moving to the NW relative to the
main body population. The relative difference in Vδ (34 ± 2 km s−1

towards North) is more significant than in Vα (6 ± 3 km s−1 towards
West).

(iv) The observed properties of the RC stars are compared with
numerical simulations to understand the origin of the foreground
structure. Though the observed properties are not fully consistent
with the simulations, a comparison indicates that the foreground
stellar structure is most likely to be the tidally stripped stellar
counterpart of the gaseous MB and might have formed from the
inner disc of the SMC.

(v) A detailed chemical and 3D kinematic study of the RC stars
along with improved theoretical simulations, including both tidal and
hydro-dynamical effects, are required to better understand the nature
and origin of this foreground stellar structure of the SMC.
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Figure A1. Hess diagrams representing the stellar density in the observed CMD of Gaia DR2 sources enclosed in sub-regions within the 0◦–2.◦5 (except
1◦–1.◦5) radial region from the SMC centre. The colour bar from blue to yellow represents the increase in stellar density. In black are the rectangular boxes to
select RC stars within each sub-region. The axis labels and colour bars are the same and shown only for the top left-hand panel.
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Figure A2. Same as Fig. A1, but for the 2.◦5–5◦ sub-regions from the SMC centre.

Figure A3. Same as Fig. A1, but for the 5◦–10◦ sub-regions from the SMC centre.
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APPENDIX B: MAG NITUDE DISTRIBU TIO NS OF RC STARS

Figure B1. Magnitude distributions of RC stars in the 0◦–2.◦5 sub-regions and their best fits. Blue, black, and red lines indicate the Gaussian function, the
quadratic polynomial, and the total fit, respectively.
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Figure B2. Same as Fig. B1, but now for the 2.◦5–5◦ sub-regions.

Figure B3. Same as Fig. B1, but for the 5◦–10◦ sub-regions.
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